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“Tired of wondering how to execute the perfect trade show experience? Wonder no
more! This is the perfect handbook for exhibit theme and design. I wish I had
access to it when I was a first-time exhibitor. Marlys takes a fresh and simple look
at trade show exhibiting. Whether you are a first-time exhibitor or an industry pro,
you will certainly find value within these pages.”
~ Matt Wish, US Sales
Duo Display
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To my husband and biggest supporter, Alan: Thanks for coming
along with me on the adventure of accomplishing our dreams!
To all my clients, past, present, and future, who allow me to
assist in your exhibit marketing success: You challenge and
inspire me. I hope this book does the same for you.

FREE: Exhibit Design That Works
Bonus Materials Online
Ideas are great, but they aren’t nearly as valuable until you take
action. So I’ve created a free site online which includes more
in-depth resources to expand your learning, including
downloadable checklists, bonus audio interviews, photos or links
to case studies, and more.
If you really want to take the information in this book to the
next level, you’ll want access to these supplemental materials.
They’re organized by the same sections and chapters, so it’s easy
to find what goes along with what you’re reading. And because
there are always new case studies and resources, I’ll continue to
add those online as well. So be sure to bookmark the bonus
materials link and check back occasionally to stay updated.
Here’s the link for free access to all the bonus materials:
www.ExhibitMarketersCafe.com/designbonus
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Foreword
I met Marlys when she conducted a class for new exhibit
professionals. I’ve been fan ever since of her straightforward,
helpful information about trade shows. As an exhibit designer
for over a decade, I have learned that there’s a distinct
difference between exhibitors who understand trade show
marketing and those who don’t, particularly when it’s time to
get your hands dirty with the exhibit design process.
In the pages ahead, you will find an Exhibit Design 101 course
that’s perfect for exhibitors looking to improve the effectiveness
of their trade show properties. Exhibitors should also consider
learning the “designer lingo” described in the later chapters of
the book. Mastering these introductory design terms will help
you communicate clearly with the structural and graphic
designers working on your exhibit. Speaking the same language
saves time and avoids expensive misunderstandings.
It’s also a great introductory book for trained designers —
graphic, industrial, etc. — who are itching to design trade show
exhibits. Whichever category you fall into, pay careful attention
to the beginning chapters of the book. These chapters cover the
foundation of any good exhibit design: Deciding on a core
message to communicate and considering the attendees’
perspective.
Since earning an MA in Exhibition Design, I’ve worked with
countless exhibitors to create spaces that fit their needs, and
I’ve followed the same guidelines Marlys describes in Chapters 1
and 5, “Keys to a Winning Theme” and “Speaking the
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Attendees’ Language.” I can’t be successful if I only meet the
physical needs of overhead signage, eye-catching structures,
storage, and meeting spaces.
There is always an underlying need to create a BRAND
EXPERIENCE that visitors must feel on a subconscious, firstimpression level. I love to ask my clients: “What do you want
visitors to feel when they are in your space? What feeling do you
want to reverberate when they have left your booth?” Those
responses, usually a handful of adjectives, allow me to identify
their emotional trade show goals. Some of my favorite real
responses are opulent, badass, and sparkling! There are no
wrong answers, and each brand is unique in the image it wants
to project.
In other words, identifying your exhibiting goal and what will
attract your audience should take place before you start
planning the structural design. Everything else — structure,
graphics, colors, materials, and giveaways — will follow once
that foundation has been laid. And that leads to a cohesive and
successful exhibit, not just at the show, but in Marlys’ words, “It
also makes your booth more memorable in the days and weeks
that follow so the attendees are more likely to think of you
when they are ready to buy.”
Best of luck to you and much inspiration in all your future
exhibit design endeavors!
~ Katina Rigall Zipay,
Creative Director,
Classic Exhibits

Introduction
Whether you’re brand-new to exhibiting or you’ve been to more
trade shows than you can count, odds are you haven’t spent
much time up until now focused on the strategy behind your
exhibits. Most exhibitors are too caught up in crossing things
off their checklist (Booth space reserved: Check! Graphics
ordered: Check! Flights and hotel booked: Check!) to see how it
all fits together.
In the YES: Your Exhibit Success series, we’ll break down not
only what you need to do, but also the thought process which
needs to go into each step. And there’s no better place to begin
than with the design of your exhibit and the message it conveys.
Successful exhibitors design a booth that reflects their objectives
for exhibiting and communicates their core message to attendees
in a clear and compelling way that converts visitors into clients. It
doesn’t matter how much you spent on the structure — some
inexpensive displays can be extremely effective. It’s actually
about how well you communicate the benefits of your product or
service in a way visitors can’t resist.
Let’s face it … with all the information available online today,
it’s more important than ever to deliver an experience in your
booth that attendees can’t get elsewhere. A static display of
products really isn’t all that different from your website, other
than it’s in 3-D.
Over my years as an exhibitor, show organizer, and now a trade
show marketing consultant, I’ve seen a lot of bad exhibits. You
know, the kind where the booth staff is embarrassed to be seen
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in it, or where they often hear “So what is it that you guys do?”
from the attendees who actually do stop.
I can remember some of the ones that missed the mark by a
wide margin: the giant brain on a spinning tower that everybody
noticed, but nobody could figure out what it was for and it
became the running joke of the show. Then there was the
lifeguard up on a chair at the corner of a booth which didn’t
connect with what the company did and felt a little creepy. I
could go on and on, but basically here are the signs of a bad
exhibit to watch out for:
• It no longer represents what you do (or doesn’t even use
your current logo or graphics)
• The ‘retro’ look isn’t in (or at least not your version
of it)
• The display and/or graphics look shoddy and worn (or
are simply poor quality)
• There’s not enough space for the number of visitors – or
even staff, for that matter
• It’s too focused on splash and sizzle with too little
attention to your core message and products (as in the
examples above)
• It’s not right for that audience (sometimes you need
different looks for different shows)
• There’s nothing to define who you are, what you do, and
why attendees should care
In the chapters that follow — many of which began as posts on
the Trade Show Insights blog — we’ll cover how to overcome
all of these issues and more. You’ll discover how to develop a
memorable theme, communicate your message in a way that
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connects with attendees, and design a multisensory experience.
Then we’ll break things down into the individual elements that
define your exhibit: colors, graphics, materials, lighting, and more.

How to Use This Book
No matter your level of experience in the world of trade shows,
this book has been designed with tools for you. It is organized
into six sections that focus on the various aspects of designing
an effective exhibit display.
You will also discover special elements to assist in your progress:
• Trade Show Terms to Know: When you come across a
term you aren’t familiar with, check this section in the
back of the book.
• What’s Next?: At the end of each of the six sections
in the book, you’ll find a few questions to jumpstart
your planning process.
• Resources: Looking for someone to design/build your
exhibit, or some other related resource? Check this list
in the back of the book.
You won’t find any photos in this book, but you can see photos
(or even videos) of many of the examples online in the free
bonus materials. Simply visit www.ExhibitMarketersCafe.com/
designbonus to access all the additional resources.
I would also love to hear about any successful ideas you’ve
used in your exhibiting, whether they were sparked by reading
this book or not. Feel free to use the Contact page on
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www.TradeShowInsights.com to share your story and you may
just find yourself featured on the blog or in a future book!
Although numerous resources are listed in the text and resource
guide, you’re not obligated to use any of them. Take some time
to investigate your options before hiring any supplier.
Please note that I cannot answer every question related to the
topics in this book. Due to the high volume of mail received, I
may not be able to reply to every message.
~ Marlys Arnold

Part 1:

Develop a
Memorable Theme
Ideas are a funny thing — they hit when you least expect them, yet can
be incredibly illusive when you’re on a deadline.
That could be partly because most exhibitors design backwards,
starting with the physical elements of the exhibit (basic structure,
fixtures, graphics, etc.) instead of beginning with the overall message
they want to convey and the objectives they want to achieve.
So before you launch into designing your booth display, first define
your basic message or theme. Often, this is an extension of your
overall marketing campaign — don’t think of exhibiting as a separate
kind of marketing, think of it like a three-dimensional ad brought to
life. And using a creative theme helps to define that 3-D message. It
can also help to create a mood or atmosphere in your booth, creating
an emotional connection with attendees — make them feel something!

Don’t do a theme just to be cute!
When used as part of your
overall marketing plan, a theme
can really reinforce brand.
It also helps to distinguish
you from all the other exhibits.

1
Keys to a
Winning Theme
Using a theme helps to give your exhibit focus and make your message
more memorable for attendees. To be most effective, it should be
incorporated into all elements of your exhibit marketing, not just the
display itself. Don’t look for a gimmick — your theme needs to trigger
an emotional response, reinforce your brand, and distinguish you from
all the other exhibits on the show floor.
A great theme doesn’t have to be expensive. In fact, some very clever
and memorable exhibits have been done with very small budgets, as
you’ll discover in upcoming chapters.
Want to create a memorable theme for your next exhibit? Keep in
mind the following tips and remember the whole point of a theme is to
reinforce your message. Don’t do a theme just to be cute! If attendees
remember your great theme, but don’t (or can’t) associate it with your
company and products or services, then you have failed. Here are some
basic principles:
• Make it current — tie in with trends or events (i.e. be inspired
by TV shows or movies)
• Avoid cliché or overused themes
• Be consistent with your corporate personality
• Align it with your products and/or services
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• Play off the show’s theme or location
• KISS (“Keep it smart and simple”)
• Get your whole team involved in the planning process
• Hit an emotional nerve; play on attendees’ memories of
childhood or a great place
Remember: Define what impression you want visitors to leave your
booth with and then design cues that will create that impression.

Steps to start creating your memorable theme:
• Gather company brochures, product descriptions, catalogs,
and any other marketing materials for reference. Study
those along with your current company ad campaigns and
websites for recurring messages or themes that you can use as
a starting point.
• Ask current clients or customers to share what they like
best about your product or company. They may have some
great insights you hadn’t even considered.
• Brainstorm with staff to boil your core message down to
between three and five sentences, then pick one major
concept. Look for a metaphor you can build around that
would convey that concept. (You’ll see some examples of this
in the next few chapters.)
• Once you’ve decided on your core message, keep it
consistent throughout all elements: pre-show mailers,
booth display, in-booth attractions, giveaways, follow-up
materials, and more.
Just be sure whatever theme you’re choosing makes sense and aligns
with your company’s overall message and objectives for exhibiting.
(Portions of this chapter excerpted from Build a Better Trade Show Image © 2002 by
Marlys Arnold.)

Successful brands – or
exhibits – don’t stand
out by blending in.

7
Branding
Your Exhibit
How well does your exhibit reflect your company’s brand?
If you answered anything less than “totally,” then you have work to do.
Now we’re not talking about simply including your logo. In fact, would
your display even work if your logo was removed, or would it be
indistinguishable from your competitors?
As stated before, a trade show exhibit does not exist separately from
the rest of your marketing. Instead, it should be a three-dimensional
version of all your other marketing methods.
For example, if you emphasize innovation and fun in your advertising,
make your exhibit reflect that. Use whimsical colors and graphics.
Dress your staff in clever, color-coordinated attire (perhaps a fun print
vest or tie). Create multisensory experiences that also communicate
your out-of-the-box corporate brand.
But if your existing corporate brand is more focused on traits such as
reliability or exclusivity, your exhibit needs to be more serious. Use
more elegant or “serious” colors and dress your staff in more
traditional conservative apparel. Use multisensory experiences that
create a sense of trust and confidence.
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Areas to Consider (we’ll delve into most of these in
later chapters):
• Colors & graphics
• Booth architecture
• Staff attire
• Mood music or other sounds
• Product displays
• Aromas
Remember: An exhibit that works for a company like Nickelodeon or
Kia Motors won’t work for the History Channel or Lexus. Likewise, you
need to decide what “personality” your exhibit needs to reflect.

Create a Brand Manual
There’s one simple tool that can make your exhibit design easier,
whether you’re a small business doing only a couple of shows each
year, or an exhibit manager in charge of multiple exhibits at dozens of
shows worldwide.
Having a brand manual and style guide will help to maintain a
consistent look and feel for exhibits of all sizes and for all divisions
within a company. Some of the topics to address in the manual
include: how the company name and tagline will appear, what colors
can be used and how, what flooring and lighting to use, how products
are to be displayed, and more. By having the big issues well-defined, it
means your look and message is consistent while still allowing for
some degree of creativity at each show.

Stand Out, Don’t Blend In
Think about the general look of exhibits at any given industry show
and how they all tend to look the same. Often even the color choices
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and signage tends to blend from one booth to another. What can you
do to be different or give the show floor more personality?
And don’t use the excuse that you’re exhibiting someplace “serious”
like a medical or tech-industry show. I’ve seen exhibitors there who
have done some really memorable things that stood out. (You’ll
discover some of those examples in later chapters.)
The benefits of getting creative don’t stop at just getting attention at
the show — it also makes your booth more memorable in the days and
weeks that follow so the attendees are more likely to think of you
when they’re ready to buy.

Inside the bonus materials for this chapter:
• Link to podcast interview with Ben Baker on branding
• Brand Manual & Style Guide checklist
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Want more?
There’s no way this book can teach everything there is to know about
designing an effective trade show exhibit. While it does provide the
fundamentals, perhaps you feel like you need more assistance. If so,
here are some options for you.

Trade Show Insights blog/podcast
This blog-and-podcast combo hosted by Marlys
Arnold features exhibit industry topics and podcast
interviews with leading industry professionals.
You’ll find it at www.TradeShowInsights.com.

ExhibitorEd Success System
ExhibitorEd is a compilation of tips and
tools which includes six self-study
modules with accompanying workbooks,
each designed to enhance the return on
your exhibiting experience. You’ll also receive a Second Opinion
Certificate, which entitles you to a basic critique of either your booth
design or promotions.

Consulting & Exhibitor Training
Want a customized plan to create more buzz, get more qualified leads,
and improve ROI from your exhibit marketing strategy? Go beyond
basic information with personalized advice and accountability to turn
ideas into action. Team up with Marlys to transform your exhibit
marketing so you attract more qualified leads and ultimately more
sales. (No cookie-cutter solutions here!)

Learn more at: www.ExhibitMarketersCafe.com

Other books by Marlys:
Build a Better Trade Show Image
Was your last trade show exhibit as successful
as you had hoped ... or is there still room for
improvement? It doesn’t matter if you’re headed
to your first trade show or your 51st — there are
steps you might be missing that can make you
more successful. This book is filled with tips and
proven examples that can jump-start your next
exhibiting experience.

You will discover how to:
• Research shows and set realistic goals for exhibiting
• Make your exhibit stand out with a unique theme or design
• Train staffers so they are able to gather the most qualified leads
• Create a buzz about your company before the show starts
• Unlock the potential in the leads you gather
• Expand your possibilitites by implementing non-traditional
techniques

Watch for more books in the
YES: Your Exhibit Success
series on these topics:
Booth Staffing
Marketing & Promotions

Business/Marketing

Series

Don’t buy another exhibit display until you read this book!

• Avoid the most common — and not always obvious — mistakes
in exhibit design
• Craft a memorable and effective theme
• Speak your audience’s language and give them what they want
• Create a multisensory experience that exceeds expectations
and connects with attendees on an emotional level
• Get all design elements in place to make your booth a success
Exhibit Design That Works is for any exhibitor seeking better results
from their trade show investment — whether you're a rookie starting
from the beginning or a long-time veteran wanting to up your game.

Exhibit Design That Works

Stop wasting money on displays that aren’t effective, or worse yet,
could damage your company brand. Inside this guide, you’ll discover
how you can:

Marlys Arnold combines expertise as both an exhibitor and show

FREE Bonus Materials Online ($97 value)
Details inside!

The YES: Your Exhibit Success series provides exhibitors
with tools to create a client-attracting, buzzworthy booth
without breaking the bank.

Marlys K. Arnold

organizer to teach others how to improve their trade show results.
As an exhibit marketing strategist, she’s led workshops for events
ranging from local consumer expos to some of the largest trade
shows in the U.S. She also hosts the Trade Show Insights blog/
podcast and is the author of Build a Better Trade Show Image.

Exhibit
Design
That
Works
Create a Trade Show Display that
Gets Noticed & Gains Clients

Marlys K. Arnold

Host of the Trade Show Insights blog/podcast

